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con,partmults, ,mel <1 rc Olll \\ ith t,ecessary sleeping and toilft fac1litJes for
the cook. It couh: be heated with
ston·s. The second ca1. a .slee!_)er,
,;l10ulcl have 10 good-'> zed lockers, 2
washbm\ Is, 2 sh•l\Ver laths, 2 chemical toilets. 10 heels. ant: ~hould 'Je
equipped \\'lth dectric fans and heated
from a hot -\\'ater heating plant. The
third car, recre:J.tional. should 'Je
equipped \vith several double seats
facing each other an' spaced so a
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tal .e c"uld be J,)l<tcecl bctwl C11 ,hem
There should be<. fe\\ ,1,:ditional com
fortable ch, ,.s for lllmginl, or read
iug. The f01 eman shGuld have a roon
in •his c,.r htted as an office and bel:
room with necess, n conve'1tel'ce~.
rhe c,.r -;hll!ld he hectttd from,, hot
water heat111~ plant. The entire O"t 't
should be equippc I with a power •)!ant
to take care of the lighting and c the
electrical eqtupmc !t when located
wrcrc electric power is nut <1\'dllallc

Reducing Current at Flashing
Relay ~ontacts
"What circuit arrangement can be used for feeding fiashinglight signal lamps so as to reduce the current at the relay conta.cts !"

When contact C is just opened, I =
E
Therefore, current broken by
2R
E
E
2E-E
contact C is : I = R
2R
2R
E

2R
It is to be understood that contact
C opens before contact D closes. Now

E
- is the current and it is one-half
2R
E
of - . Therefore, if the relay is
R
loaded with four 10-volt, 10-watt
lamps on each side, the amount of
current broken is 4 - 2 = 2 amp.
The above figures are approximate
only. Actually the current broken by
E
contact C will be less than-, because

2R

Provides Alternate Shunting of
Lamp Circuits
J . C. Mock
Signal & Electrical Engineer, Michigan
Central, Detroit, Mich.

The accompanying sketch shows an
arrangement which prevents the usual
make and break £or the flashing lights
controlled by the flashing relay, The
circuit is arranged to shunt two of the

relay is in the position as shown and
energy applied, the coil on the right
is energized and pulls the armature
up, closing the contacts on the righthand side and energizes the coil on the
left, so that the left armature is pulled
up, closing the contacts on the lefthand side.
The contact never breaks the full
load current of the lamp load, but
breaks about one-half the full load
current. For proof of this, refer to
Fig. B. In order to simplify the calculations, we will assume that the

Circuit doubles the contact life

lights while the others are lighted.
The reduction of the current from
maximum to minimum is half what
it would be with make and break contacts, thus increasing the life of the
contacts almost double.

Fig .A
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Explains Shunt Method
Philip P. Ash
Chief Signal Draftsman, Louisville & Nashville, Louisville, Ky.

We have been using a flashing-light
relay with contacts connected as illustrated, and a fter a little study it will
be appreciated that the relay contacts
do not break the full load current at
any time. This is what we term the
shunt method. The nomenclature we
use for representing this type of relay
is as shown in Fig. A. The operation
of the relay is as follows : When the

the filament of lamps R on the left
would not be heated at the instant
contact Cis opened, and the resistance
would, therefore, be less than when
heated. In addition, there is some advantage obtained by tl;le use of the
lamp resistance in parallel with the
contact, since it aids in suppressing
the arc and thus eliminates, to a certain extent, the burning of the contacts. It also decreases the radio interference.
Another practice we follow, is to
control heavy currents through highcurrent carrying front contacts on a
special relay, this relay being controlled by the interlocking relay or
control relay. This eliminates the
heavy current over interlocking relay
contacts, so that there is less maintenance on the interlocking relay due
to burned contacts.
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Another shunt wired circuit
with an explanatory diagram

lamp loads are of equal resistance,
and that when contacts C or D are
closed they ·carry all the current.
E
When contact C is closed, I =
R

Signal protecting spring switch layout
on the Union Pacific

